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            Shop Online for Grout Cleaning Products!

                    CONTACT US | Call us 1.800.322.2965
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                Professional Home & Grout Cleaning Products

                    Do it yourself grout cleaner including Groutrageous Grout Cleaner, Steam Cleaners, Bona Floor Cleaner, Floor Cleaning Machines, Household Cleaners, Professional Grout Brushes, Speed Mops, & much more.

            

            
                [image: Extreme Makeover Ladybug Steam Cleaners]

            

            

        

        
            
                
                    

                    
                        FREE SHIPPING on Qualifying Orders $99 or More.

                    

                    
                        Shop for chemical free Steam Cleaning Machines
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                            [image: Clean your area rugs with the ladybug steam cleaner.]
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                            [image: Use the ladybug steam cleaner to steam clean bathroom tile]
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                    [image: Combo Sale $5 off Tile Grout Flip Brush & Microfiber Floor Cleaning Towel]            [image: Call in orders only! Apply $5 off any order $25 or more! Expires Oct, 31st 2010]

                [image: Groutrageous Grout Cleaner]
                
                    The Grout Cleaning Experts!

                        Groutrageous professional tile grout cleaner!

                    [image: Groutrageous Step #1 Grout Cleaner]
                    The Grout Cleaning Store sells The Best Tile & Grout Cleaner for getting rid of hard to remove grout stains and tile grout. Our Professional Grout Cleaner and grout cleaning products have been used by professional  cleaning companies for roughly 15 years. 

                    We began selling Groutrageous Grout Cleaner exclusively to  well established cleaning specialists but, after realizing the popularity and  demand for our  grout cleaner, we decided to introduce  ourselves to the niche market of do it yourselfers. 
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                    Do-It-Yourself and SAVE Hundreds!

                    Grout is like a magnet for dirt, it absorbs it like a sponge. Try our Grout Cleaner and Grout Brush Combo Kit.  Groutrageous grout cleaner is proven to completely remove all your grout stains. 

                

                
                    Groutrageous Customer Satisfaction

                        Do-It-Yourself and clean grout like the professionals 

                    [image: Woman scrubbing floor in tights]"I bought your Groutrageous Grout Cleaner, and it works. That's not just a "oh, it works", that's a "WOW, that works AMAZING!" I'll be a repeat customer for a long time. Thank you!" - Steve M., TX

                    

                    "Our grout looks like new and we didn't have to replace it. This stuff is better than what we purchased from Home Depot! Love your product, thanks!" - Robert, HI

                    

                    "I know it's a few short email, but I just wanted to let you know what a great help Groutrageous has been around the kitchen and bathroom." - Paul, MI
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                    The Best Grout Cleaner that really works!

              Proof is in the chemical & Ultimate Grout Bush combo! Just spray on Groutrageous Grout Cleaner, let sit for a few minutes, and scrub off!

                "Wow, Thank YOU! Your cleaner smells great and really works!"

              Bring the new look of your grout back to life! Our Grout Cleaner eliminates dirt and grime from clogging up the appearance of your tile floors.



[image: Best Grout Cleaner That Really Works! Before and After Example]
                
                

        [image: Save money on grout cleaner when you shop online!][image: The power of steam cleaning no more chemicals. Great values on Ladybug, Reliable & Euroflex Monster. Shop Now][image: Save on grout cleaning kits free ultimate brush. Cleaning packages for homes 600, 1600 and 2400 sq. ft.]
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                    DO-IT-YOURSELF: Learn  how to clean grout like a professional?

                    [image: Grout Cleaning Store Showroom]
                    Are you asking  yourself, "how do I clean grout?". If so you've found   the right site!  Most people associate grout cleaning with baking soda,   vinegar or bleach rather  than Professional  Grout Cleaning Products.   They get on their hands and knees  with a common household toothbrush   with the intent of doing some backbreaking,  knuckle bruising scrubbing.   

                    This takes a long time, which is frustrating &  difficult work.   Unfortunately this method is not very effective.  After   using The Grout Cleaning Store's  Grout Cleaning Products   on your floors they will look like new  in a fraction of the time & with less   effort.

                    
                

                
                    Do-it-yourself & save hundreds, 

                            if not thousands of dollars!

                    [image: Happy business woman holding money]Why call a professional grout cleaning company when... You can buy the exact same industrial-strength formula Grout Cleaner & brushes they use!

                

                

          

        

    


    
        
        
            
                        
                            [image: Step #1 Groutrageous Grout Cleaner]
                            Step #1 Grout Cleaner by Groutrageous

                            1 Quart
Special Price: $19.95
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                            Step #2 Grout & Tile Rinse by Groutrageous

                            1 Quart
Special Price: $14.95
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                            Sofix Marble/Stone Cleaner

                            1 Liter
Special Price: $9.99
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                            Step #3 Tile & Grout Maintainer

                            1 Gallon
Special Price: $34.95

                        
            
            

            
                Shop Professional Household Cleaning Products:  
                        Grout Cleaner
                         | Grout Brushes
                         | Grout Kits
                         | Steam Cleaners
                         | Floor Cleaning Machines
                         | Household Cleaners
                         | Speed Mop
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